Everest Flight
Duration: 1 Days
Destination: Nepal
Trip Grade: Easy
Best Season: All Year

Trip Highlights
1-hour Exciting flight to see Mt. Everest

Trip Overview
Everest Flights or Everest Tour adventure is an awe-inspiring one-hour journey, giving you the whole
stretch of the Himalayas that extends across Nepal from the above. It will be one of the most spectacular
journeys that you will ever take. Mountain flights appeal to all categories of travelers; especially to those
who have time or other constraints from going trekking. Even those rigorous trekkers still don’t want to
miss out on the opportunity to “conquer” the mountains at one fell swoop Everest Tour.
The flight will take off from Kathmandu in the early morning. Below are the Everest Himalayan peaks
appearing in your sight in sequence:
Gosaithan (8,013 m/26289 ft) also called Shisha Pangma.
Dorje Lakpa (6,966m/22854ft ), a snow-capped mountain that looks like the number 8 lying down
Phurbi-Ghyachu (6658 m/21843 ft), to the right of Dorje Lakpa, which looms over the Kathmandu Valley
Choba-Bhamare (5,933m/19465ft), the smallest one of the lot
Gauri-Shanker (7,134m/23405ft). Lord Shiva (Shanker) and his consort Gauri are believed by Hindus to
protect this mountain. The summit was successful attempts till 1979.
Melungtse, a plateau-like a mountain, stretches up to 7,023 m / 23041ft.
Chugimago (6,297 m/20659ft)
Numbur mountain (6,956m/22821ft )
Karyolung (6,511 m/21361ft )
Cho-Oyu (8,201 m/26906ft) is the eighth highest mountain in the world.
Gyachungkhang( 7,952 m/26089ft) considered an extremely difficult climb.

Pumori (7,161 m/23494 ft) to the right of Gyachungkhang
Nuptse (7,855 m/25771ft), which means West Peak, signifying its position to Mt. Everest.
Finally, Mt. Everest (8,848m/25771 ft), also known as Sagarmatha by the Nepalese and Chomolungma by
the Tibetans.

Additional Info:
This tour must be booked at least 1 day in advance of your travel date
Confirmation of this service will be received once the tour is booked,
If the weather is bad and no flight 100% money will back

What’s included
1 hour Everest Himalayas flight
Hotel pick up and drop

What’s not included
Your travel insurance ( Rescue )
Tips for driver
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